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Topics

• Intro and Dijkstra's algorithm
• basic algorithms for geometric shortest paths
• basic algorithms for graph shortest paths
• more graph shortest path algorithms: all pairs, kth shortest, planar graphs, forbidden pairs,
etc.
• more geometric shortest path algorithms: link distance, polyhedral surfaces, 3D, weighted
region, etc.
• further topics
◦ spanners
◦ network routing
◦ reconfiguration problems
◦ touring (TSP)
◦ and etc.
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Topics
• basic algorithms for geometric shortest paths
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Topics
• basic algorithms for graph shortest paths 4

The Quest for the Shortest Route

91

Dijkstra, Bellman-Ford

Chapter 4

The Quest for the Shortest Route

• more graph shortest path algorithms:
⁃

all pairs

Timothy Chan

⁃

kth shortest

⁃

planar graphs

⁃

forbidden pairs

⁃

etc.

Camil Demetrescu
and Giuseppe
F. Italiano
Fig. 4.1 (a) Ingredients and tools used for realizing a graph:
balls, strings,
scissors
and a Swiss
army knife. (b) A graph with six vertices and nine edges built with balls and strings. (c) A shortest
path is given by a sequence of strings in tension

David Eppstein,
Finding
theallkofshortest
cited
by out.
1293
gunpowder
until
the graph ispaths,
completely
burnt
The time at which a

maybe disjoint paths

particular ball v burns will be proportional to the
distance from s to v, i.e., to the
Abstract Finding the shortest route is a ubiquitous problem in our daily life.
Whenever we
for driving directions,
Web, send emails, or interact
length of the shortest path from s to v. Furthermore,
thelookpredecessor
of vsurf
in thethis
with our contacts in a social network, we are, perhaps unwittingly, exploiting the
shortest path is given by the line of gunpowderefficiency
.u; v/ ofwhich
caused
v to
up.In this chapter, we review
an underlying
shortest
pathlight
algorithm.
Once again, Nature computes shortest routes! the basic ideas which are at the heart of shortest path algorithms and show how
they seem to be related to some of the fundamental questions investigated by
philosophers and scientists for centuries, in their effort to understand some of the
deep mechanisms that rule the universe.

4.5 A Simple Idea

4.1 Introduction
While planning for a trip, whether it is a long-distance journey or just a short

we are oftenin
interested
taking thedrinking
shortest possible route. This task can be
Dijkstra thought about his algorithm on a sunnydrive,
morning
1956,in while
automated with the aid of navigation systems, which deploy algorithms capable of
coffee with his wife in a cafe terrace in Amsterdam.
To find
shortest
pathseveral possible alternatives.
finding the shortest,
quickestthe
or cheapest
path among
With today’s impressive advances in technology, even small portable devices, such
between two vertices, he considered the more general
problem
of
finding
the
shortest
as smartphones and GPS navigation devices, are able to compute in a few seconds
shortest routes
very saw
large road
covering many millions of roads and
path from a given source vertex to all other vertices.
Asonwe
in networks
the previous
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more geometric shortest path algorithms:
⁃

link distance

⁃

polyhedral surfaces

⁃

3D

⁃

weighted region

⁃

etc.
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Topics
• further topics
◦

spanners - make graph less dense while approximately preserving distances

◦

network routing

◦

reconfiguration problems, diameter

◦

touring (TSP)

◦

and etc.
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Credit requirements

• 2 assignments (20%)
• presentation of 1 paper (30%) - 30 minutes + discussion
• exploration of open question (20%) - written report, approx. 2 pages. Formulate a good open
question and suggest how to tackle it. BONUS if you succeed.
• mini reviews of presented papers (30%) - half page reports, submitted through Piazza.
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Shortest Paths in Graphs
Input: a graph G=(V,E) with weights w:E —> R on edges, vertices s, t
Find the shortest [simple] path from s to t.

NP-complete in general

polynomial time for
- directed acyclic graphs
- non-negative weights
- graphs with no negative weight cycle

Anna Lubiw, U. Waterloo
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steps (improved from the .m C n/ log2 n bound obtained with Williams’ classic
heaps). On our road network of Western Europe, with approximately 18 million
CS vertices
860 Fall 2014
Lecture 1 in data structure technology
Anna bring
Lubiw, the
U. Waterloo
and 42 million edges, these advances
running time for computing a shortest path with Dijkstra’s algorithm from several
Dijkstra’s
months down to a few seconds!
paper

A note on two problems in connexion with graphs
EW Dijkstra - Numerische mathematik, 1959 - Springer
Cited by 13626Related articlesAll 13 versions

4.8 The Humble Programmer

From: http://scholar.google.ca/scholar?hl=en&q=dijkstra+a+note+on+two+problems&btnG=&as_sdt=1%2C5&as_sdtp=

for some history, see:

The Quest for the Shortest Route

C Demetrescu, GF Italiano - The Power of Algorithms, 2013 - Springer
Let us go back to 1956. Although
Dijkstra was fully aware of the importance of his
discovery,
Dijkstra: he did not publish his result until 1959 [33]:
From: http://scholar.google.ca/scholar?q=the+quest+for+the+shortest+route&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5

At the time, algorithms were hardly considered a scientific topic. I wouldn’t have known
where to publish it. . . . The mathematical culture of the day was very much identified with
the continuum and infinity. Could a finite discrete problem be of any interest? The number
of paths from here to there on a finite graph is finite; each path is a finite length; you must
search for the minimum of a finite set. Any finite set has a minimum – next problem, please.
It was not considered mathematically respectable. . .

Dijkstra’s algorithm was published only 3 years after its discovery, and it is one of
theread
most
cited and celebrated articles in computer science. Dijkstra himself recalled
his paper
thewrite
birth
of that three-page article, which was published in 1959 in the first issue of
a mini-review
Numerische Mathematik, the first journal devoted to automatic computing [32]:
In retrospect, it seems strange that I waited another two years before I submitted them
for publication. The main reason was the absence of journals dedicated to automatic
computing, something the foundation of Numerische Mathematik sought to remedy. I wrote
and submitted my little article – my second one – trying to assist the fledgling. Furthermore,
the publish-or-perish syndrome had not reached the Netherlands yet.
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other implementations of Dijkstra’s algorithm
Dial’s method
DIAL, R. Algorithm 360: Shortest path forest with topological ordering. Commun. ACM 12 (1969),
632-633.
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other implementations of Dijkstra’s algorithm
Dial’s method
reducing space from nC to C+1

Anna Lubiw, U. Waterloo
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other implementations of Dijkstra’s algorithm
double bucket method
DENARDO, E. V., AND Fox, B. L. Shortest-route methods: 1. Reaching, pruning, and buckets. Oper.Res. 27(1979),
161-186.
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related papers to present
Faster algorithms for the shortest path problem
RK Ahuja, K Mehlhorn, J Orlin, RE Tarjan - Journal of the ACM (JACM), 1990 - dl.acm.org
Cited by 551Related articlesAll 19 versionsCiteSave
From: http://scholar.google.ca/scholar?q=%EF%BF%BCFaster+Algorithms+for+the+Shortest+Path+Problem&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5

Undirected single-source shortest paths with positive integer weights in linear time
M Thorup - Journal of the ACM (JACM), 1999 - dl.acm.org
Cited by 307Related articlesAll 11 versionsCiteSave
From: http://scholar.google.ca/scholar?q=Undirected+Single-Source+Shortest+Paths+with+Positive+Integer+Weights+in+Linear
+Time&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5

Shortest paths algorithms: Theory and experimental evaluation
BV Cherkassky, AV Goldberg, T Radzik - Mathematical programming, 1996 - Springer
Cited by 781Related articlesAll 36 versionsCiteSave
From: http://scholar.google.ca/scholar?q=Shortest+paths+algorithms%3A+Theory+and+experimental+evaluation&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5

Computing the shortest path: A* search meets graph theory
AV Goldberg, C Harrelson - Proceedings of the sixteenth annual ACM- …, 2005 - dl.acm.org
Cited by 462Related articlesAll 20 versionsCiteSave
From: http://scholar.google.ca/scholar?q=Computing+the+Shortest+Path%3A+A%E2%88%97+Search+Meets+Graph+Theory&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5

[HTML]

Trans-dichotomous algorithms for minimum spanning trees and shortest paths

ML Fredman, DE Willard - Journal of Computer and System Sciences, 1994 - Elsevier
Cited by 282Related articlesAll 4 versionsCiteSave
From: http://scholar.google.ca/scholar?q=Trans-dichotomous+Algorithms+for+Minimum+Spanning+Trees+and+Shortest+Paths&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5
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